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Ques ons from Bidders  

Will the State of Indiana and the School for the Deaf be responsible for the environmental 
consul ng, sampling and UST no fica ons?    Answer:  Intertek PSI has been contracted to 
perform these func ons for this project and will coordinate with the contractor for ming of the 
UST removals. 

 

Does the AST shape ma er to the IDOA?  Answer:  As long as the tank complies with the general 
tank design and configura on it will fit in the designated area, the tank can be any shape. 

 

Are we aware of any AST manufacturers that have such tanks available?  Answer: We are not 
aware of what is available and understand that a custom constructed tank could take a 
significant amount of me to construct.  We would encourage bidders to offer alternates if 
compliant tanks of other sizes and availability that could offer both a cost and me savings.   

 

Is there a specific abandonment method that is necessary or recommended?   Answer:  No, as 
long as it is compliant with IDNR requirements.  Some of the wells may have been placed within 
the UST tank pit en rely and therefore would not require closure if they are within the area of 
over excava on for UST removal. 

 

Is closure in place of the 20,000-gallon and 30,000-gallon USTs a possibility with IDEM?  Answer:  
We believe it is.   We also believe that there could be significant cost savings to the State of 
Indiana if this op on is approved and therefore it could be considered over removal of the USTs. 

 

 Is the contractor to remove the contents of the USTs prior to removal?   Answer:  The State of 
Indiana has indicated that the USTs will be emp ed prior to mobiliza on of the UST removal 
contractor.  As an alternate to their bid, the contractors are encouraged to provide pricing for 
pumping the USTs if necessary. 


